
 

 
 
 

 
 
Adapt IP Ventures’ Founder & President Grant Moss Recognized in the IAM Strategy 300, 
A Guide to the Top 300 IP Strategists for 2014 
 
June 11, 2014 
 
Adapt IP Ventures’ CEO Grant Moss has been named to Intellectual Asset Management (IAM) 
magazine’s 2014 list of the World’s 300 Leading IP Strategists. The IAM 300 is an exclusive 
publication that recognizes the world’s 300 top attorneys, consultants and financiers who work 
with intellectual property owners to increase the value of their IP portfolios. Grant was also 
named in this publication in 2012 and 2013. A link to the full posting can be found here. 
 
“I am incredibly honored to have been included in this addition of the IAM Top IP Strategist 
publication not only this year but for each year since founding Adapt IP Ventures”, said Grant 
Moss. “Every patent monetization project is inherently different and our company is focused on 
adapting our transaction practices to meet the ever changing market.”   
 
Adapt IP Ventures provides transaction advisory services designed to assist innovative firms 
understand and extract value from their patents. Typical engagements consist of Adapt IP 
Ventures developing and executing custom strategies to build, sell, license and evaluate patents. 
Current clients range from individual inventors to universities to large companies. Adapt IP 
Ventures is more frequently investing in patent portfolios and companies in order to generate 
higher returns from the underlying patent and technology assets.  
 
The IAM 300 (http://www.iam-magazine.com/strategy300/) is the result of IAM magazine’s 
extensive research process, which included five months of face-to-face and telephone interviews, 
as well as e-mail exchanges, with several hundreds of international IP professionals. Honorees 
had to be nominated by at least three people who work in organizations unrelated to their 
company, as well as whom further research showed to have exceptional skill sets and profound 
insight into development, creation and management of IP value. 
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